
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHOfRITY 
CHATTANOOGA TENP4ESSIEK 37401 

4wM Chestnut Street Towe T,1 

April 13t 1962 1ý 3 
VIN-50-390/81-7i 

0.3. Nuclear Regulatory Cianisgi / 

Regian 
Attn: Mr'. Jaimes P. O'R1eilly, Regional Adwiniatrator 
101 Marietta Street, Suits 3100 
Atlanta,, Geargia 30303 

Dear Mr.. O'Reilly: 

WATTS BAR NIELEAR PLANT UK IS1 AND 2 QU~AL371CATIOU Cir VOZY G0U FOR 
SAr11T!-aZLATZD APPLICATIONS - UORD-50-390/81-71, URID-5O-391/81-67 
FOUNTH INTZIIIM REORT 

The subject deficiency was initially reported to NRC-OIE Inspector 
3. V. Crienjak an August 27, 1961 in acocordance with 10 CPR 50.55(e) 
as NCR 35673. Interim reports weresuabuitted on September 18 and 
Decefte,' 16, 1981 and February 11, 1982. Knoloeea is our fourth interim.  
report. We expect to submit our next report by May 26, 1982.  

If you have any questions, plesse get in touch with 3. ff. Shell at 
FT., 858-2688.  

very tru.y . rU, 

TICU- Uq O VALLE AUTHORIT 

L. N. Mills, enasor 
Nuclear Regulation and Safety 

Enclosure 
cc: Mr'. Richard C. DaYoung, Director (Enclosure) 

Office of Inspection and Fnforoeusnt 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555 

820428 OLIO



VAT1 DUt NUMJA FURl 1 113 1 MND 2 
QUALIICATION CP RPM aMor FORn sarrr f-REATE APPLICATIG 

NCR 35671 
*OED-50-390/61-71, 1MU-WO391/81467 

Y') C9'3 50.55We 
rwr MUrEM AF*M 

Descrip~tion of Deficiec 

Epoxy grout wans specified an **sign drawing at specific ancho 7bolt 
locations inside containment uduer' temperatures my exceed 120Y 
Epoxy grout my La,. ls lomd-carrying capabilities u'educed at 
temperatures above 120?F. Alsm, the epoxy grout has not been 
qualified to a radiati.on environusiet invide --naiuet.  

The apparent cause of this deficiency is that during design stages a 
review of' the technical spec if icationss of the grout with respect to 
rr~diation and tea'erature wans not conducted.  

Interia Progress 

TVA conducted en investigation regarding the use of epoxy grout for 
Supports at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WN). As a result, it uas 
4eternined that two brands of epoxy grout ware used: 311a Hi-H1od and 
likiepoxy go. 9. The Hi-Hod uas listed by its manufacturer for grout 
of anchor bolts. The likiepoxy was not explicitly listed by the 
manufacturer as an epoxy f~or grout~ed anchor applications, but this 
.,poxy system did meet the requirements specified in the purchase 
requisition.  

TVA has reviewed the available technical data ma the Sika Hfi-Hod epoxy 
compound. Published information on epoxy polymes of the type show no 
loss of strength because of radiation doese levels expected during the life 
of the plant or during a loss-of-coolant accidert (LOCA). Theoe 
resins have been shown to have approximately five times the red laticua 
tolerance as the worst case dosage.  

To our knowledge, there is no publishnd information on radiation 
tolerance for the epox./ system used in Nikiepoxy. The Hi-Hod and 
Miklepoxy use basically the same epoxy resin~ but utilize a different 
catalyst or harrler~er, so it is considered very unlikely that the 
effsets of radirtion an the two are significantly different.  

To address the iS3Ue of elevated tempeature effects, TVA has 
conducted a mathematical model analysis Of the steam generator anchor 
bolts to develop the temperature profile which would be expected 
during a main steam line break. This "worst case" situation would 
have mn expected duration and associated high temperatures that would 
raige the temperature of the epoxy at the head of the anchor to about 
16o P.


